A PORTRAIT OF CLEOPATRA II(?)
IN THE VASSAR COLLEGE ART GALLERY
(PLATES

73-75)

In honor of Dorothy Burr Thompson

A SMALL and very attractivefemale head was acquiredin 1977 by the Art Gallery of
L~\.Vassar College1 (Pls. 73, 74:a). It is made of a translucent alabaster-like marble;
traces of the original paint are still visible on some of the features;white, yellow, and dark
gray accretionsfrom long burial are scatteredover much of the upper portionsof the head
and face.2 The whole front of the head and face are intact and are well preserved.The
undersurfaceand the right edge of the neck are smoothand unbroken.The rear parts of the
head, however,are sliced away fromjust behind the crown all the way down to the base of
the neck (P1.73:d). In additiona large rectangularcuttingcontainingtwo drill markspenetrates deeply into the left half of the back, and there is a narrow rectangularchannel for a
dowel sunk into the long neck. The modern mounting rod goes up through this and is
anchoredinto the centerof the head (P1.73:c, d).
The woman'scoiffureis most distinctive,indeed,among survivingmarbleheads apparently unique. Her face is surroundedby two large coiled locks with horizontal striations.
They are neatly rolled and slightly flat. Each one startsjust above the lobe of the ear, and
they meet at the center of the forehead. Behind these sausage-like rolls there is a slight
depression.Over the top of the head the hair is centrallyparted;it is unevenly and roughly
I Purchased in New York on the open market in 1977. Vassar
College Art Gallery acc. no. 77.22.
Height: 11.9 cm.
I am grateful to the following for advice and help in the preparationof this study: Youssef el Cheriani and Wafaa Ahmed Ibrahim, Greco-Roman Museum, Alexandria; Dr. C. C. Vermeule and Ariel
Herrmann, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; Arthur Beale and Professor David Mitten, Fogg Museum of
Art, Cambridge,Massachusetts;Michael Djijirian, photographer;Brian Cook and Susan Walker, British
Museum; Bruce and Ingrid MacAlpine, London; Susan Matheson, Yale University Art Gallery, New
Haven; Catherine Metzger, Louvre; Dorothy Burr Thompson, Princeton, N. J.; Professor Peter Huenink,
Joan Reid, and Dawn Gideon, Vassar College. I also thank Vassar College for financial assistance in the
course of my research.
Works frequentlycited are abbreviatedas follows:

Kyrieleis
Thompson, Oinochoai

= Helmut Kyrieleis, Bildnisse der Ptolemaer, Berlin 1975
= D. B. Thompson, Ptolemaic Oinochoai and Portraits in Faience: Aspects of the
Ruler-Cult, Oxford 1973

Thompson,
= D. B. Thompson, "The Tazza Farnese Reconsidered," Das ptolemaische
"Tazza Farnese"
Agypten, Mainz 1978, pp. 113-122
2 There are substantial traces of red on the hair, mouth, eyelids, and left eyebrow; black remains in
eyes and hair crevices. Blue particles in the eyes proved to be Egyptian blue. They were microscopically
examined by C. Craine and R. Newman of the Department of Conservation, Fogg Museum of Art,
Cambridge, Mass. I am much indebtedto both of them. The accretionswere also examined, and they are
{abovethe pigment layer.
In this article "right"and "left"are those of the spectator.
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worked,and it streamsdown irregularlyto the sides. Only the lower parts of the ears have
been modeled;immediatelyabove them the surface is quite smooth. This is especially the
case above the left ear (P1. 73:b); higher still on the same side are four marks made by a
pointedchisel.3Locatedon the centralpart at the top of the head there is a hole into which
some symbolicattributewas originally inserted(P1.74:a).
The provenanceof the head is unrecorded.Its style and technique, however, point to a
placeof origin in the Egyptian Delta and probablyto Alexandriaitself. The regal bearingof
the head and the individualityof the features lead me to concludethat it is a portrait of a
Ptolemaic queen of the Hellenistic period. The locks framing her face suggest that the
queen wishes to be associatedwith the goddessIsis.
The woman representedis self-possessedand calm, and there is a certain aristocratic
eleganceto her features.Characteristicof the head as a whole is its simplifiedshape and the
compactunity of the face and hair. Notable also are the broadrectangularforeheadand the
widely spaced, large but shallow eyes with clearly outlined lids. The long straight nose
concludesin rather wide nostrils. Most remarkableis the small mouth which is tucked up
closely underthe nose;the lips are closedand soft as well as richly curvedyet they also seem
pursed.There is nothing harsh about the modelingof the face;the eyebrowsare not sharply
delineated;they are indicatedby a gentle change of directionin the planes, and while they
form a low arch over the eye they do not repeat the strongercurve of the upper lid. The
crowdingof the nose and mouth seems unnecessaryin view of the breadthof the face as a
whole and the long ample chin which slopes steeply into the neck. The neck itself, full and
long, is subdividedinto three horizontal sections by "Venus rings", although there are no
lines as such. Also characteristicof the head are the undisturbed surfaces of forehead,
cheeks,jaws, and chin so that a sense of plumpness and fleshiness,yet also bonelessness,is
imparted.The impressionthat the sitter has a regal, even haughty, nature is derivedfrom
the way the head is situated frontallyand on axis with the neck. A note of formalityis also
achievedbecausethe featuresare framedby the rigidly symmetricalarrangementof the two
rolls of hair. The alabaster-likequality of the marble is partly responsiblefor the extreme
beauty of the face itself. Indeed there is a contrast between the smoothly modeled facial
featuresas opposedto the roughly finished, bold ringlets with their coarse, irregularstriations. In short, face and hair producea quite differenttextural effect. In general this contrast is characteristicof Ptolemaicmarblework.4
If we first considerwhere to place the head chronologicallywithin the stylisticdevelopment of Hellenistic sculpture it would seem to belong in the later phases, that is after the
middle of the 2nd century B.C.5 The regularity and idealized form of the face in which
physical beauty is more importantthan specificitymight be viewed as characteristicof the
3rd centuryin general, although there are contemporaryrealisticportraits.But the absence
of any Praxitelean sfumato and our inability to sense any bone structureas distinct from
I

See below, footnote 18.
See Kyrieleis, pp. 131-135; Giinter Grimm and Dieter Johannes, Kunst der Ptolemder-und Romerzeit im AgyptischenMuseum Kairo, Mainz 1975, p. 4.
5 The developmentof Hellenistic sculpture is discussed by the present author in Hellenistic Art, rev.
4

ed.. New York1981,pp. 19-23, 113-119.
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flesh are inconsistentwith what we presentlyunderstandof the early Hellenistic style.6On
the other hand the quiet surfaces,the markedsymmetryof the pose, facial features,and hair
arrangement,as well as the linear handlingof the eyes, would indicatea turning away from
the more pictorialand mobile style associatedwith the art of Pergamonand the High Hellenistic "baroque".7There is not a trace of sentimentality,nor even emotion,in the expression; this queen looks out forthrightly;she seems to forgo charm and any kind of seductive
appeal to the spectator.For this reasonit would seem necessaryto relate her to the subdued
and classicizingrenderingsof the later 2nd centuryand 1st centuryB8
This dating is consistentwith the broad outlines of Ptolemaicportraiturewhich have
been discussedrecently by Helmut Kyrieleis. While he is aware that the formal development of the dynasticportraitsis generallycompatiblewith that of Hellenistic sculptureas a
whole, at the same time he perceivesin them, as a group, certainstylizationsor "Egyptianizing elements"which set them apart and which constitutea virtual regionalportraitstyle.9
Many of these elementscan be seen in the Vassar head:a simplifiedblocklikefacial scheme,
features which do not deeply penetratethis scheme and thereforetend to remain isolated.
The result is a "remarkablyquiet, clear expression."In Ptolemaic portraits plumpness,
signifyingfertility,was regardedas a desirablequality and is frequentlypresent.The hair is
also usually distinctivelyhandled,accordingto Kyrieleis.While the style of Greek-Hellenistic coiffures may be lively, mobile, and affected by light, Egyptian-Hellenistic coiffures
may be static, symmetrical,and abstract.10These characteristicsare, he argues,moreprevalent after the later 3rd century.11
In many respects a close parallel to the Vassar head is provided by one which
representsthe goddessIsis found in 1908 at Thmuis (modernTell Timai) in the East Delta.
It is now in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (P1.75:a, b).12Both works are made of marble
and are well underlife-size. In the goddessfromThmuis the bridgeof the nose is wider, but
the tip of the nose itself and the nostrils are heavy and relatively broad as in the Vassar
sculpture.More strikingis the way in which the narrow,thick-lippedmouth in each case is
pushed high under the nose, leaving an unusually short interval above the upper lip but a
long expanse of chin below. While it is true that the foreheadin the Isis is triangularrather
6 An

excellent example of early Hellenistic sculptural style is evident in the head of the Maiden from

Anzio: M. Bieber, The Sculpture of the Hellenistic Age, rev. ed., New York 1961, fig. 98.
7 The emotive style of the mid-Hellenistic period is revealed, for example, in the "Beautiful Head"
from Pergamon:Havelock, op. cit. (footnote 5 above), no. 102.
8 The work of Damophon of Messene and Euboulides of Athens would provide the best parallels. For
Athena by Euboulides and Despoina by Damophon see Bieber, op. cit. (footnote6 above), figs. 669, 670.
9 Kyrieleis, pp. 128-136, 158-164. The presence of Egyptian elements in Ptolemaic art, specifically in
faYenceoinochoai, has also been discussed by D. B. Thompson (Oinochoai, pp. 82-83, 104-106). She
explains this phenomenon, visually apparent in certain stylizations, by reasoning that local Egyptian
craftsmenwere employed in Greek faience factories. Kyrieleis sees the stylizations in portrait sculpture as
politically inspired and as symptomaticof Ptolemaic views of dynastic power.

10 Kyrieleis, pp. 135-136.

11Kyrieleis, p. 136. He also argues here that the Egyptian influence on Ptolemaic portraitureincreased
after 200 B.C. because, like an ancient pharaoh, Ptolemy V Epiphanes chose to be crowned at Memphis.
12
Inv. J.E. 39517; height: 19 cm. See Grimm and Johannes, op. cit. (footnote 4 above), pp. 4, 18, no.
10, with earlier bibliography.
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than rectangularand the shape of the face itself narrowerand more distinctlyoval, in both
heads, cheeks,jaws, and chin surfacesare passively conceivedand indeed without interior
structure.The eyes of the Thmuis sculpture are closer together and considerablysmaller,
more deeply set into the head and less linear. The waves and ringlets of the Isis-style hair
are also softer and their striationshandledwith more variationand movement.G. Grimm
and D. Johannes date the Isis about 150 B.C., that is, at the turn from the High to the Late
Hellenistic period.13This seems a little too early for the Vassar sculpture.
An impressivesimilarityalso exists between the Vassar sculptureand the marblehead
of a Ptolemaicqueen now in the Pergamon Museum in Berlin14(P1. 75:c, d). No one has
doubtedthat the Berlin work is Late Hellenistic in date and an example of the classicizing
currentof the later 2nd centuryB.C. Kyrieleis draws attentionto its affinitywith the sculpture of the Peloponnesianartist Damophon of Messene, and he tentatively identified the
queen as CleopatraII who ruled from 173 B.C. until the death of her secondhusbandin 116
B.C.15 The Berlin head producesan effect which is cold and lifeless;the foreheadand cheeks
are even less modulated,and there is an overprecisedefinitionof the eyes and a dull simplicity to the facial shape. I concludethat the Berlin head expresses a classicismwhich is more
stilted and academicand is thereforesomewhat later than the Vassar sculpture. We may
observe,nevertheless,that the large eyes, their wide spacingand clearlyrimmedlids, as well
as the small cupid's-bowmouth, are comparablein the two works.
Yet the most importantsimilaritybetween the Vassar and Berlin heads lies in the arrangement of the hair. Coiled locks, which so frequently in Hellenistic art connote the
goddess Isis (P1. 75:a, b), are clustered around the composed countenanceof the Berlin
queen. Moving back from her brows in parallel formationare three ringlets on each side of
a central division. These ringlets, derived ultimately perhaps from the segments of the
melon coiffure,are thick, ratherflat, and cross-markedto indicateseparatestrands.16At the
temples, in an abrupt change of direction,two more ringlets fall verticallyon either side of
the face to about the level of the ear, and two longer ones descendbelow these. The hallmarksof this coiffureare symmetryand an almostwiglike artificialitywhich result fromthe
careful marshalingof large twisted locks. Although they are not so abundantin the Vassar
head in its present condition,this is also true of the hair rolls around the face. Commonto
both sculptures also is the contrastbetween the relative coarsenessof the ringlets and the
smootheleganceof the featuresand facial surfaces.
Like many marble Ptolemaicportraitsand ideal heads that have been found in Egypt
the Vassar head must have been completedin clay. This is the case in spite of its small size.
Importedmarble was extremely costly, and sculptureseven more diminutivethan the one
Grimm and Johannes, op. cit. (footnote 4 above), p. 18. A mid-2nd-centurydate was also proposed
by A. Adriani, Testimonianzee monumenti di scultura alessandrina, Rome 1948, p. 17. R. Horn, however, placed it in the 1st century B.C.: "HellenistischeKopfe II," R5mMitt 53, 1938, p. 88.
14 Inv. no. 331; height: 36 cm. See Kyrieleis, M13, p. 185, with earlier bibliography.
15 Kyrieleis, pp. 120, 128.
16 On Isis curls, frequently referredto as "libyanlocks",see Thompson, Oinochoai,p. 61. Kyrieleis (p.
185) interprets the arrangementof the hair above the forehead of the Berlin queen as indicating a melon
coiffure. I prefer to see it as the more stylized descendantof the curls or libyan locks he illustrates on pl.
104, Louvre MA 3546. See below, footnote28.
13
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under discussionwere sometimessupplementedby a cheaper material. The marble from
which the Vassar head was carvedseems to have been a discardedfragment;the large rectangular depressionat the back, apparentlycarvedout for some architecturalpurpose, cannot otherwise be explained. All the rear surfaces are roughly tooled to allow the clay to
adhere.17
We can be fairly confidentthat more ringlets were attachedbehind the rolls surrounding the face of the Vassar head. Stylistically they were probably handled in the artificial
fashion seen in the twisted locks of the Berlin head (P1. 75:c, d). We suspect that they
sprouted, as it were, from just above and behind each ear as a detailed examination of
surface conditionand markings in these areas can reveal.18Presumablythe ringlets were
long and descendedclose on each side of the neck. In this respectthe head from Thmuis (P1.
75:a, b) probablyoffersthe more appropriatemodel.Undoubtedlythen, the hair style of the
Vassar head, when restored,could be termed a true Isis coiffure. Moreover,it seems quite
possiblethat a clay diadem was added over the hair of the Vassar head. There is sufficient
space to attach a narrow fillet between the foreheadrolls and the hole now indentedin the
top of the head (P1.74:a). Anotherpossibilityis that the hole was once used to fasten a metal
diadem.Outside its iconographicalfunctionas an attributeof a queen or goddess,a diadem
would provide, as in the Thmuis sculpture (Pls. 74:a, 75:a, b), a visible support for the
hanging curls and a transitionfrom the wavy strandsabove.
The expression,the facial features, and the slightly irregularshape of the face would
indicate that the Vassar head represents a specific queen of the later Hellenistic period,
ratherthan the goddessIsis herself. Can we determineher identity?Portraitsof the famous
Cleopatra VII (reigned 51-30 B.C.) are well known both in the sculptured and glyptic
arts,19and becausethey bear no resemblanceto the Vassar work we can reasonablyeliminate this monarch.Our queen couldthen be one of the earlier Cleopatrasof the 2nd century
B.C. who wielded considerablepower and strongly associated themselves with Isis. This
would tend to leave us with a choice of either Cleopatra II (reigned 173-116 B.C.), wife of
Ptolemy VI and later of Ptolemy VIII, or Cleopatra III who also became the wife of Ptolemy VIII in 142 B.C.20Mainly because there are no certain coin images of either Cleopatra
II or III, these two women are difficult to identify, let alone distinguish in plastic representations. Indeed the attempt to separate the two queens who ruled jointly for awhile is infrequently made. Even portraits sometimes identified as their predecessor Cleopatra I often
17V. M. Strocka ("Aphroditekopfin Brescia,"JdI 82, 1967, pp. 121-131) has collected many examples of Ptolemaic marble heads which have been supplementedby clay. His nos. 4, 13, and 14 have a
height of 16 cm., 7.5 cm., and 6.2 cm., respectively,and thus are comparablein scale to the Vassar head
which is 11.9 cm. His no. 15 was carved from the big toe of a colossal statue, and no. 17, a female head
from Alexandria, is a re-used architecturalfragment. Examination of the Vassar head under ultraviolet
light by Mr. Craine of the Fogg Museum of Art revealed that none of the carving or surface treatment is
modern.
18 The upper edge of the large rectangulardepressionon the left at the rear seems to have determined
the place from which the curls started since on the opposite side of the head and at the same level there are
four incisions presumablyto help secure the clay additions.
19See Kyrieleis, pp. 124-125, with earlier bibliography.
20
On the lives and charactersof the various Cleopatras of Ptolemaic Egypt see G. H. Macurdy, Hellenistic Queens, Baltimore 1932, pp. 141-223.
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seem interrelated.21Another reason for the confusionis that they all show a preferencefor
the long ringlets of the Isis coiffurewhich apparentlywas worn officiallyby queens for the
first time late in the reign of Cleopatra1.22
Late Ptolemaic seal impressionswhich were probablyfound at Edfu and are now in
the Royal OntarioMuseum may providesome clues.23Some of the seals carryingportrayals
of the later members of the Ptolemaic dynasty and of the goddess Isis show a coiffure
strikinglyanalogousto that which can be posited for the Vassar head. For instance, a seal
with jugate profiles, identified by J. G. Milne as those of Ptolemy VIII and his wife
Cleopatra II, depict the king with what seems to be a thick coiled roll of hair extending
acrosshis foreheadand then at his temple changingto a sideburnconsistingof a thinnercoil
with cross-markings.24A similar coil or roll follows Cleopatra'sbrow, but the side of her
face is obscuredby her husband's profile. One might hypothesize that there is a kind of
family hairstyleworn here. More significant,however,is a seal impression(P1.74:b) which
representsthe beautiful profile of a woman identifiedby Milne as Cleopatra11.25 I submit
that this clay seal impressionaffordsthe nearestparallel to the Vassar head. Similar are the
unindentedcontourof the profile from foreheadto tip of nose, the length of the nose itself
and the widened tip, the small mouth which presses upward, the sloping chin, the roll of
hair with cross-markingsover the brow, the long corkscrewlocks gatheredbehind and over
the ear which reach the full length of the neck, and the wavy strands descendingfrom a
central part. Even the Isis attributesof corn ears, horns, and disk shown on the seal could
have been attachedto a diademonce fastenedon the Vassar head.
As statedearlierthe marbleportraitin Berlin (P1.75:c, d) has been regardedby Kyrieleis as a possiblelikeness of Cleopatra11.26 This seems a reasonableconclusionbecausethe
profile,with its straightnose, small mouth, the plump and heavy chin, and of coursethe Isis
locks are consistentwith the image on the Edfu seal (P1.74:b). Finally the classicizedface of
a queen on a gem of Lykomedesin Boston, thought by more than one authorityto be Cleopatra II, is generally analogous in form and feature to both the seal and the Berlin sculpture.27My own conjectureis that the Vassar portrait could be an earlier rendition of the
21 See below, footnote28.
22 Cited by S. Mollard-Besques, "Un portrait de Cleopatre I dans les terres cuites de Smyrne,"RA,
1968, p. 246. Cleopatra I apparently initiated the wearing not only of the hairstyle but also the dress of
Isis: Thompson, "Tazza Farnese," p. 117. On the portraits of the several Cleopatras:G. M. A. Richter,
Portraits of the Greeks, Phaidon 1963, III, pp. 265-269; Kyrieleis, pp. 112-125; Thompson, Oinochoai,
pp. 91-94.
23J. G. Milne, "Ptolemaic Seal Impressions,"JHS 36, 1916, pp. 87-101. I extend warm thanks to
Alison Easson of the Royal Ontario Museum for permittingme to study this material.
24 Milne (op. cit.), p. 100. Good reproductionsof this sealing can be found in Kyrieleis (pl. 100:5) and
in Thompson (Oinochoai,pl. LXXIV:e). Kyrieleis (pp. 115-116) identifies the monarchs as Ptolemy X
Alexander and either his mother Cleopatra III or his wife Cleopatra Berenice. Thompson (p. 94) tends to
think the king is Ptolemy VIII and the queen either Cleopatra II or III.
25 Milne, op. cit. (footnote 23 above), no. 204, p. 100. Kyrieleis (pp. 114-115) is doubtful that this seal
impressionrepresentsa queen rather than the goddess Isis herself.
26 Kyrieleis, p. 120.
27 Kyrieleis, p. 117, note 460, pl. 100:2, with earlier bibliography.
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same queen who is depicted in the Berlin head, and Cleopatra II appears to be the best
candidate.28
While this does not admit of certainty,historical evidencemakes it a quite plausible
suggestion.Perhaps less powerful than her 3rd-centurypredecessorArsinoe II, Cleopatra
neverthelesswas an extremely capable queen who ruled for an unusually long time. She
assumedthe throne first as the wife of her older brotherPtolemy VI Philometer,then for a
short while with her younger brother,and subsequentlyfor five years with both of them.
Finally she reignedjointly (until 116 B.C.) with the same younger brother Ptolemy VIII
Euergetesand his wife who was her own daughter,CleopatraIII. We can concurwith the
judgmentof Grace H. Macurdy who admiredher characterand intellect and her ability to
manage two difficult husbands, family interlacings,and triads of power.29Dorothy Burr
Thompson has recognizedher fierceness.30That Cleopatra II was the objectof devotionto
her subjects we know from the way they rallied to her side when Euergetes, who was
loathed by the populace, was forced to flee to Cyprus in 131 B.C. Cleopatra apparently
reigned alone in Alexandria from 131 until 127 when Euergetes returned.31Around the
year 130 would thus seem to be a periodduringwhich her portraitmight well have proliferated, a date, in short, which is in accordancewith the style of the Vassar head.32Cleopatra
III was both more dramaticand domineeringthan her mother, but she ruled for a shorter
period. Both mother and daughter were outstandingwomen yet the absence of coin likenesses and their joint and complicatedrule make it almost impossible to distinguish their
portraits.
28 Cleopatra II has been tentativelyrecognizedin other works of art which are more difficult, however,
to relate to the Vassar sculpture. B. von Bothmer (Egyptian Sculptureof the Late Period, New York 1960,
no. 113, p. 147, pl. 105) suggests that a statuette in the Metropolitan Museum in New York may be this
queen. It bears a cartoucheon the left arm inscribedwith the name "Cleopatra".The pose of the figure is
thoroughly Egyptian, and the face with its wide thin mouth and huge eyes does not resemble that of the
Vassar head. Richter (op. cit. [footnote 22 above], p. 267, figs. 1850-1852) mentions that Louvre MA
3546 could be Cleopatra II or III. Except for the hair locks this sculpture has little in common with
Vassar's queen. Kyrieleis (M12, pp. 120-122, 128) notes its High Hellenistic style but does not commit
himself to a specific identification.A vague resemblancecan be detectedbetween a fafence mask in Princeton, a possible rendering of Cleopatra II accordingto Thompson (Oinochoai,p. 93, pl. LXX:c), and our
portrait. Mention should be made of other sculptures from Ptolemaic Egypt variously identified as one of
the early Cleopatrasin the guise of Isis, or as the goddess Isis herself, that are in a general way stylistically comparableto the Vassar work and thus serve to support the date at which we have already arrived:
MA 3081 in the Louvre from Hermoupolis is identified by Charbonneaux as Cleopatra I (MonPiot 50,
1958, p. 93); Isis on the Tazza Farnese portrays Cleopatra I according to Charbonneaux (op. cit., pp.
85-103) and Cleopatra III according to Kyrieleis (pp. 116-117), but compare Thompson, "Tazza Farnese"; perhaps Cleopatra I on the fragment of a faience medallion (Thompson, Oinochoai,no. 276, pp.
92-93, pl. LXV).
29 Macurdy, op. cit. (footnote 20 above), pp. 151-161. Professor Macurdy, we can guess, would have
been gratifiedby the acquisitionof this particularsculpturedportraitby her own college.
30 Thompson, Oinochoai,p. 93.
31 Macurdy, op. cit. (footnote20 above), p. 153; P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria,Oxford 1972, pp.
121-122.
32 Kyrieleis (p. 117) proposes the date 131/130 for the gem of Lykomedesin which the queen, probably Cleopatra II, wears the royal diadem to indicate she is the sole ruler during her husband'sabsence.
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The narrow rectangularchannel at the back of the neck certifiesthat the Vassar portrait was part of a compositestatue. A head of clay and marble and a body which probably
consistedof clay or wood were joined by a dowel. We may surmise that the finished work
representeda standingfigure of the queen clothedin Isis dress. It may have been comparable in type to one, perhapsrepresentingCleopatraI, depictedin relief on a faiencevase now
in the AshmoleanMuseum in Oxford.33The head on the Oxfordjug, however,is turnedtoo
far to constitutea firm parallel. Another possibility is that the restoredVassar figure was
comparableto a statuettein Rome in which the head is held almostfrontallyand the body is
relativelyrigid.34
The modest scale of the Vassar portrait would indicate that the statuette of which it
was a part was more a private than an official dedicationin connectionwith the Ptolemaic
ruler cult. Survivingportraitsof the membersof the Ptolemaicdynasty, comparedto those
from other Hellenistic kingdoms, are unusually plentiful. They come in all sizes and in
many media but are so numerous they point to a strong popular as well as official ruler
worship.35Thus we may imagine a context for the Vassar head, surmountedas it was by a
diademand perhapsan Isis attributeand anchoredto a drapedbody of clay or wood. It was
probablymade in Alexandriaand set up either in a house or communityshrine dedicatedto
CleopatraII-Isis in or near the city.
Regardlessof its diminutivesize, the head, as a work of art, has a peculiar beauty;the
crystalline whiteness of the marble and its alabaster-liketranslucencypartly account for
this effect.36In every respect it compels us once more to appreciatethe special nature and
high quality of Alexandrianart during the Hellenistic period.
CHRISTINE MITCHELL HAVELOCK
VASSAR COLLEGE

Departmentof Art
Poughkeepsie,NY 12601
33
34

Thompson, "Tazza Farnese,"pl. D:93.
See R. Horn, "Stehendeweibliche Gewandstatuenin der hellenistischenPlastik,"RomMitt, Ergdnz-

ungsheft 2, 1931, fig. 16:1.
35 That the Ptolemaic ruler cult affected the lives of the ordinary citizen is inferred from the supposed
function of the.faience oinochoai studied by Thompson ("Tazza Farnese,"pp. 118-119). On ruler worship
under the Ptolemies see Thompson, Oinochoai, chaps. V, VIII; Fraser, op. cit. (footnote 31 above), pp.
213-276. Fraser discusses the identificationof the queens with Isis (pp. 240-245).. As Kyrieleis observes
(pp. 140-145), inscriptionalevidencealso points to private dynastic worship.
36 On the Alexandrian method of carving marble, see Kyrieleis, pp. 131-135.
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a. Front

c. Profile to left

b. Profile to right

d. Rear view

PLATE 74

a. Vassar marble portrait, top of head. Photograph
Vassar College Gallery of Art

b. Seal impression of Cleopatra II from Edfu.
Courtesy, Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto
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b. Profileto left

a. Front

Goddess Isis, Cairo. PhotographsGerman ArchaeologicalInstitute, Cairo

d. Front
c. Profileto right
Hellenistic queen, Pergamon Museum, Berlin

